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Binary Digital Image Processing: A Discrete ApproachAcademic Press, 1999
Binary Digital Image Processing: A Discrete Approach is a comprehensive book on the mathematical foundations of binary digital image processing. It provides a unified theoretical coverage of digital topology, discrete geometry, mathematical morphology and algorithmic graph theory and their applications in image analysis.
...
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Natural Products: Drug Discovery and Therapeutic MedicineHumana Press, 2005

	A fresh examination of the past successes of natural products as medicines and their new future from both conventional and new technologies. High-performance liquid chromatography profiling, combinatorial synthesis, genomics, proteomics, DNA shuffling, bioinformatics, and genetic manipulation all now make it possible to rapidly evaluate the...
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Frontiers of Evolutionary ComputationSpringer, 2004
This book is a collection of essays, authored by eminent scholars in evolutionary computation (EC), artificial intelligence (AI), operations research, complexity theory and mathematics. Each essay revolves around important, interesting and unresolved questions in the field of evolutionary computation....
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Systems Engineering Tools and Methods (Engineering and Management Innovations)CRC Press, 2010

	With coverage that draws from diverse disciplines, Systems Engineering Tools and Methods demonstrates how, using integrated or concurrent engineering methods, you can empower development teams. Copiously illustrated with figures, charts, and graphs, the book offers methods, frameworks, techniques, and tools for designing,...
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Graph Theory, Combinatorics and Algorithms: Interdisciplinary Applications (Operations Research / Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2005

	Graph Theory, Combinatorics and Algorithms: Interdisciplinary Applications focuses on discrete mathematics and combinatorial algorithms interacting with real world problems in computer science, operations research, applied mathematics and engineering. The book contains eleven chapters written by...
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Fault-Tolerant Search Algorithms: Reliable Computation with Unreliable InformationSpringer, 2013

	Why a book on fault-tolerant search algorithms? Searching is one of the fundamental problems in computer science. Time and again algorithmic and combinatorial issues originally studied in the context of search find application in the most diverse areas of computer science and discrete mathematics. On the other hand, fault-tolerance is a...
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Statistical Field Theory: An Introduction to Exactly Solved Models in Statistical Physics (Oxford Graduate Texts)Oxford University Press, 2009
This book provides a thorough introduction to the fascinating world of phase transitions as well as many related topics, including random walks, combinatorial problems, quantum field theory and S-matrix. Fundamental concepts of phase transitions, such as order parameters, spontaneous symmetry breaking, scaling transformations, conformal...
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Optical Coding Theory with PrimeCRC Press, 2013

	Although several books cover the coding theory of wireless communications and the hardware technologies and coding techniques of optical CDMA, no book has been specifically dedicated to optical coding theory—until now. Written by renowned authorities in the field, Optical Coding Theory with Prime gathers together in one...
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Analysis and Purification Methods in Combinatorial Chemistry (Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Quality measurement, control, and improvement in      combinatorial chemistry

      Combinatorial chemistry has developed rapidly in the past decade, with great      advances made by scientists working on analysis and purification of a large      number of compounds and the analysis of polymer-bound compounds. However,      formidable...
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Handbook of Discrete and Computational GeometryCRC Press, 1997

	While books and journals of high quality have proliferated in discrete and compu-
	tational geometry during recent years, there has been to date no single reference
	work fully accessible to the nonspecialist as well as to the specialist, covering all
	the major aspects of both fields. The Handbook of Discrete and Computational
	Geometry...
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Adaptive and Natural Computing Algorithms: Proceedings of the International Conference in Coimbra, Portugal, 2005Springer, 2005
The papers in this volume present theoretical insights and report practical applications both for neural networks, genetic algorithms and evolutionary computation. In the field of natural computing, swarm optimization, bioinformatics and computational biology contributions are no less compelling. A wide selection of contributions report...
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Theoretical Computer Sciences: Lectures given at a Summer School of the Centro Internazionale Matematico EstivoSpringer, 2011

	R.E. Miller: Parallel program schemata.- D.E. Muller: Theory of automata.- R. Karp: Computational complexity of combinatorial and graph-theoretic problems.


	In this lecture we discuss a type of computer organization which is
	based upon the concept of operation sequencing being controlled by operand
	availability. Such sequencing...
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